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The announcement in November of
the editing of the genomes of two em-

bryos that are now baby girls, by He Jian-
kui, a Chinese dna-sequencing expert—
brought much righteous, and rightful, con-
demnation. But it also brought a lot of
tut-tutting from the outside world about
how this sort of thing was to be expected in
a place like China, where regulations,
whatever they may say on paper, are laxly
enforced. Dig deeper, though, and what
happened starts to look more intriguing
than just the story of a lone maverick hav-
ing gone off the rails in a place with lax reg-
ulation. It may instead be an example of a
phenomenon called ethics dumping.

Ethics dumping is the carrying out by
researchers from one country (usually
rich, and with strict regulations) in another
(usually less well off, and with laxer laws)
of an experiment that would not be permit-
ted at home, or of one that might be permit-
ted, but in a way that would be frowned on.

The most worrisome cases involve medical
research, in which health, and possibly
lives, are at stake. But other investiga-
tions—anthropological ones, for exam-
ple—may also be carried out in a more cav-
alier fashion abroad. As science becomes
more international the risk of ethics
dumping, both intentional and uninten-
tional, has risen. The suggestion in this
case is that Dr He was encouraged and as-
sisted in his project by a researcher at an
American university.

The scientist in question is Michael
Deem of Rice University in Houston, Texas.

Dr Deem was Dr He’s phd supervisor be-
tween 2007 and 2010, and has continued to
collaborate with him. The two are co-au-
thors of at least eight published papers and
several as-yet-unpublished manuscripts.
Dr Deem also appears (along with nine oth-
ers, all Chinese, including Dr He) on the au-
thor list of a paper, “Birth of twins after ge-
nome editing for hiv resistance”, which Dr
He submitted to Nature before his an-
nouncement of his work at a meeting in
Hong Kong. Nature’s editors rejected the
paper (and will not, as is normal procedure
in the case of rejection, confirm that they
actually received it). 

According to a Chinese scientist in-
volved in the genetically modified embryo
project, which used a technique known as
crispr-Cas9 to disable the gene for ccr5, a
protein that hiv attaches itself to when en-
tering a cell, Dr Deem participated as a
member of the project team in the proce-
dures in which potential volunteers gave
their consent. Dr Deem will not comment.
But a statement from his lawyers said, “Mi-
chael Deem has done theoretical work on
crispr in bacteria in the past, and he wrote
a review article on the physics of crispr-
Cas. But Dr Deem has not designed, carried
out, or executed studies or experiments re-
lated to crispr-Cas9 gene editing—some-
thing very different. He did not authorise
submission of manuscripts related to ccr5 
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or pcsk9 [an unrelated protein involved in
cholesterol transport] with any journal,
and he was not the lead, last, or corre-
sponding author on any such manuscript.
And Dr Deem was not in China, and he did
not otherwise participate, when the par-
ents of the reported ccr5-edited children
provided informed consent.”

In America, in effect, the implantation
of genetically modified embryos into a
woman’s womb is forbidden. Such an ex-
perimental medical procedure would re-
quire permission from the country’s Food
and Drug Administration, and such per-
mission would not be forthcoming. Carry-
ing on regardless would be a federal crime
and one that, according to Hank Greely, a
lawyer and bioethicist at Stanford Univer-
sity, might attract a fine of as much as
$100,000, and a year in jail. 

For an American to support the execu-
tion of such work in another country is,
though, a different matter. That would not
be illegal under American law—though it
would still violate federal rules if Dr Deem
participated in the project without the ap-
proval of his university, which is investi-
gating his role in the affair. Rice says it “had
no knowledge of the work”, and, to its best
knowledge, “none of the clinical work was
performed in the United States.” It would
not comment on the ongoing investiga-
tion. Neither Dr Deem nor his lawyers
would comment on the specific suggestion
that he had committed ethics dumping.

Trust. And verify
Across the Atlantic from America, the
Commission of the European Union (eu)
has sponsored a three-year, €2.7m investi-
gation into ethics dumping. trust, as it is
called, has been a collaboration between
researchers from Europe, Africa and Asia,
which came to an end last year. It scruti-
nised past examples of ethics dumping and
sought ways of stopping similar things
happening in the future. As Doris Schroe-
der of the University of Central Lancashire,
in England, who led the trust project, ob-
serves, “sometimes it’s because of the lack
of awareness [of the laws in other nations].
Sometimes it’s about having double stan-
dards. We’ve certainly seen cases where
there was a definite attempt to avoid legis-
lation in European countries.” 

Zhai Xiaomei, the executive director of
the Centre for Bioethics at the Chinese
Academy of Medical Sciences, in Beijing,
who is also deputy director of the health
ministry’s ethics committee, welcomes
what trust has done. “China’s weak ethics
governance has made it an attractive desti-
nation for the export of unethical practices
from the developed world,” she says. One
high-profile case in China concerns Sergio
Canavero, an Italian neurosurgeon who re-
signed from the University of Turin in 2015
because of fierce opposition to his plan to

perform head transplants on human be-
ings. Knowing that no country in Europe or
North America would approve such proce-
dures, Dr Canavero went to China, which
he says “is quite different from the West”
and “has a different ethics”. 

There, he collaborated with Ren Xiao-
ping, an orthopaedic surgeon at Harbin
Medical University, on dogs, monkeys and
human cadavers, and planned, last year, to
graft the head of a patient paralysed from
the neck down onto the body of a deceased
donor—only to be stopped by China’s
health ministry at the last minute. “The
proposed procedure is based on astonish-
ingly thin scientific evidence,” says Dr
Zhai. “It’s not only ethically indefensible
but against the Chinese law.” For his part Dr
Canavero says, “we shouldn’t have an-
nounced the plan before the two papers [on
dogs and on human cadavers] came out.”

A dozen similar cases in Asia and Africa
fill “Ethics Dumping: Case Studies from

North-South Research Collaboration”, a
book published by trust. Three notable
examples are American-financed clinical
trials that happened in India between 1998
and 2015. These were testing the efficacy of
cheap cervical-screening methods. Such
trials require control groups, which, in
America, would be composed of women
undergoing an established screening pro-
cedure. In the Indian trials, however, the
controls—a total of 141,000 women—were
not offered the pap smears that were sup-
posed (though they were in practice often
unavailable) to be the standard for screen-
ing in India at the time.

Nor need behaving badly abroad as a re-
searcher be life-threatening to be unac-
ceptable. Another case highlighted by
trust involved the San, a group of people
in southern Africa well known to (and well
studied by) the outside world because of
their hunter-gatherer way of life, click-lad-
en languages and ancient rock art. In 2010 a 

This is a cross-section through a grain
from a well-travelled rock. It was

brought to Earth from the Fra Mauro
highlands of the Moon in 1971, by the
crew of Apollo 14. Four billion years
before that, though, it had made the
journey in the opposite direction, ac-
cording to an analysis by Jeremy Bellucci
of the Swedish Museum of Natural His-
tory, published in Earth and Planetary
Science Letters. 

Fra Mauro is composed of ejecta from
a celestial collision between an asteroid
and the Moon, which excavated the
biggest lunar impact basin, Mare Im-
brium. Most of the samples returned by
Apollo 14 are breccias created by this
impact. Breccia is a type of rock formed
by the higgledy-piggledy mixing of bits
of other rock, and this two-gram grain
was part of one such brecciated boulder. 

Dr Bellucci’s analysis of the minerals
in the grain, particularly its zircon (Zr, in
the picture) and quartz (Qtz), shows that
they would have been unlikely to form in
lunar conditions, but would easily have
formed on Earth. The simplest explana-
tion, therefore, is that Earth is where they
came from.

Almost certainly, the grain arrived on
the Moon as part of a larger rock blasted
off Earth’s surface by an impact similar to
that which created Mare Imbrium. All
this happened during a period of the
solar system’s history called the late
heavy bombardment, which lasted from

4.1bn to 3.8bn years ago. The Moon then
being only a third as far away from Earth
as it is now, travelling to the one from the
other would have been an easy journey.
The grain was then shifted again, by the
Imbrium impact, to form part of the
geological splatter now called Fra Mauro.

Terrestrial material this old is rare, so
finding some on the Moon has been a
useful addition to geologists’ collections.
And this particular grain may not be
unique. Apollo 14 brought back 42kg of
rock. Other chips off the block of old
Earth are probably hiding among them.

There and back again
Astrogeology

A rock from the Moon has a tiny piece of Earth inside it

It came from outer space
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paper published in Nature on the first San
genome to be sequenced caused an outcry
among some San. According to Roger
Chennells, a human-rights lawyer at Stel-
lenbosch University, in South Africa, they
found the consent procedures inappropri-
ate and some of the language used in the
paper, such as “Bushmen”, pejorative. 

As part of the trust project, Mr Chen-
nells and his colleagues helped groups of
San develop the first code of ethics created
by an indigenous group in Africa. It re-
quires researchers wishing to study San
culture, genes or heritage to submit pro-
posals to a review panel set up by San com-
munities. It also asks researchers to treat
people with respect, and to consider how
their work could benefit local health care,
education and jobs.

Analysis of past transgressions has led
trust’s researchers to suggest a set of
guidelines called the Global Code of Con-
duct for Research in Resource-Poor Set-
tings. This aims to raise awareness of bad
practices, and to identify potential of-
fences. A cornerstone of the code is that
ethics reviews be conducted in all partici-
pating countries—those where the work
will be carried out as well as those paying
for it. According to Dr Schroeder, two Euro-
pean funding agencies—the commission
itself, and the European & Developing
Countries Clinical Trials Partnership, a
joint effort by the eu, Norway, Switzerland
and a group of drug companies—have al-
ready accepted the code. Meanwhile, in
America, Kiran Musunuru, a gene-editing
expert at the University of Pennsylvania,
who was one of the first to look at Dr He’s
data last year, suggests the creation of an
international register for research involv-
ing the genetic modification of human em-
bryos, with registration being a condition
for subsequent publication.

The latest twist in the crispr-babies
saga itself is that Dr Deem was supposed to
take up a position this month as Dean of
the College of Engineering at the City Uni-
versity of Hong Kong. The offer was made
before news of the birth of genetically
modified babies broke. Dr Deem’s possible
involvement in the affair has led the City
University to put the contract on hold—at
least until the investigation at Rice comes
to a conclusion. The City University’s press
office would not say whether the university
would terminate the contract if Dr Deem is
found to have been involved in the project,
and neither Dr Deem nor his lawyers would
comment on the matter. But, as one senior
faculty member of the City University, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, puts it, if
the accusations being made turn out to be
true, then “Dr Deem has committed a grave
error of judgment and violated interna-
tional norms. He is obviously not fit for
such a senior academic position. We don’t
want ethics dumping here.” 7

Opinion is divided on whether Homo
sapiens should announce its presence

to the universe by broadcasting messages
to any putative extraterrestrials who may
be listening, or should keep schtum, for
fear of attracting unwanted attention. But
if attempts at contact are to be made at all,
then they might as well be done properly. 

Past efforts, including one in the 1970s
to a star cluster 25,000 light-years away
and another in 2017 to a planet a mere 12
light-years away, have used radio. Hang
Shuang and his colleagues at the Nanjing
University of Aeronautics and Astronau-
tics, in China, think this approach foolish.
Radio waves spread out quickly, and are
also absorbed and scattered by interstellar
dust. On top of this there are many sources
of radio in the universe, which creates a
confusing background. Instead, Mr Hang
proposes using x-rays.

x-rays diverge more slowly than radio
waves. They are also better at penetrating
dust. And there is little x-ray background to
confuse them with. They would therefore
be suitable in principle for interstellar
communication. Their value as communi-
cation tools on Earth, however, has not
been obvious, so little research has been
done on using them to carry messages. But
not none, for Mr Hang and his colleagues
have actually built a prototype of an x-ray
transceiver that has a particular, special-
ised purpose. This is to eliminate the com-
munications blackout which a spacecraft
experiences during re-entry into Earth’s at-
mosphere. The blackout is a result of the
craft being surrounded by a plume of in-
candescent plasma generated by the heat of
re-entry. Such a plasma is impenetrable by

radio waves, but can be pierced by x-rays.
Using their prototype, Mr Hang and his col-
leagues are able to encode messages into x-
rays, transmit them through a vacuum, and
then decode them at the other end.

A practical version of this system would
not broadcast signals directly to Earth from
the re-entering craft. Rather it would trans-
mit them to a satellite that then relayed the
message Earthward by more conventional
means. The reason for the detour is that,
though x-rays penetrate dust, they are ab-
sorbed by the sorts of gases that make up
Earth’s atmosphere. The re-entry trans-
ceiver works because the period of re-entry
blackout happens high in the atmosphere,
where the air is thin. A signal beamed
through the thick air of the lower atmo-
sphere would, by contrast, be absorbed.

xcom, as Mr Hang dubs his putative x-
ray Aldis lamp, would be a more powerful
version of such a spacecraft transmitter. To
avoid atmospheric absorption it would
have to be put into space to operate. Ideally,
it would sit on the far side of the Moon,
shielded from interference from Earth. 

By a lucky coincidence, the China Na-
tional Space Administration, the country’s
space agency, has just demonstrated, with
the landing of its lunar probe Chang’e-4,
that it can position equipment on that part
of Earth’s natural satellite. Whether the
agency’s research interests stretch as far as
the hunt for extraterrestrial intelligence re-
mains to be seen. But xcom would certainly
be a novel approach to the question. 7

If radio doesn’t work, try X-rays

Talking to aliens

A penetrating
thought

Abacterium called Salmonella typhi tra-
vels from host to host in contaminated

food and water. Thanks to better mains and
drains its excursions have been curtailed in
rich countries. But the disease that it
causes—typhoid fever—is still common in
places where modernity has not fully made
its mark. In these parts between 11m and
20m people fall ill with typhoid every year.
Of those 160,000, mostly children, die.

Typhoid fever can be treated with anti-
biotics, but this line of defence is starting
to fail as extensively drug resistant (xdr)
bugs are spreading rapidly and alarmingly
in Pakistan. Existing vaccines provide only
temporary protection to adults and do not
work in children. What is needed is a new
and better vaccine. And one is now at hand,
courtesy of the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, a big charity.

A newly revived vaccine may deal a
death blow to typhoid fever 

Public health

Better late than
never
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2 The origins of this vaccine, which la-
bours under the moniker of Typbar-tcv,
can be traced back to work done 20 years
ago by researchers at America’s National
Institutes of Health. It was only ever li-
censed to Bharat Biotech, based in Hyder-
abad, India, for local use. Nobody else
thought it worthwhile developing. Now the
Gates Foundation has plucked Typbar-tcv
from obscurity and pushed it through the
research and testing necessary for it to be
used everywhere. 

One of the first of those tests was con-
ducted by the Oxford Vaccine Group (ovg),
a research organisation in Britain, in 2017.
Andrew Pollard, ovg’s boss, recruited 100
adult volunteers, vaccinated them and
then gave them a drink laced with live S. ty-
phi. Britain was a good place to do this be-
cause typhoid is essentially extinct there,
so participants had no existing immunity.
Antibiotics were on hand to treat those
who succumbed, but most did not. This
and subsequent experiments have shown
the vaccine to be almost 90% effective and,
crucially, safe for use in children as young
as six months.

Fever pitch
The Gates Foundation has just sent a sup-
ply of 200,000 doses of Typbar-tcv to Paki-
stan, to try and fight the outbreak of xdr ty-
phoid there. In Sindh province (mostly in
the capital, Karachi), there were 5,274 cases
of xdr typhoid (of 8,188 cases overall) be-
tween November 1st 2016 and December
9th last year. 

The new vaccine has also been warmly
welcomed by gavi, an international health
organisation formerly known as the Global
Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisation,
which has promised to spend $85m on Typ-
bar-tcv this year and next. gavi was sup-
posed to start vaccinations in Zimbabwe
this week. The doses are already in the
country. However, according to Seth Berk-
ley, gavi’s boss, strikes, protests and a dete-
riorating security situation have meant
that the beginning of the campaign has
been postponed until February 23rd.

Other places where the vaccine could be
deployed include Bangladesh, Ghana, In-
dia, Nepal, Nigeria and Uganda. Besides be-
ing able to bring typhoid outbreaks in
countries like these to a halt, vaccination
may also help drive down the use of antibi-
otics, and thus the selection pressure that
maintains xdr bacteria in the population.
Anita Zaidi, head of the vaccine-develop-
ment, surveillance, and enteric and diar-
rhoeal diseases programmes at the Gates
Foundation, even wonders if it might be
possible to eliminate typhoid entirely if
enough people are vaccinated. 

That is an aspiration. Typbar-tcv does,
though, bring the immediate hope of sav-
ing many lives. What a shame it has arrived
20 years later than it might have done. 7

The giant panda is beloved of conser-
vationists. It is the mascot of the wwf

(World Wide Fund for Nature, formerly the
World Wildlife Fund) and, with its striking
black-and-white pelage, is one of the most
recognisable large animals in the world. It
is also evolutionarily weird. It is a type of
bear, and therefore a member of the order
of mammals known, after their usual di-
etary habits, as the Carnivora. But it is an
obligate herbivore. 

And it is rare. Optimistic estimates put
the global panda population at between
2,000 and 3,000 individuals—with all
those not living in zoos occupying a few
fragments of bamboo forest in central Chi-
na. Pessimists reckon those numbers are
on the high side. It is ironic, then, that this
icon of the natural world might actually be
an accidental consequence of human ac-
tivity. Yet this is a plausible interpretation
of results just published in a paper in Cur-
rent Biology, by Wei Fuwen of the Institute
of Zoology, in Beijing.

Pandas are not merely herbivores, they
are monovores—eating bamboo to the ex-
clusion of almost anything else. Dr Wei
wondered when this transition to mono-
vory happened. The answer was, far more
recently than anyone had expected. 

Past estimates of changes in pandas’ di-
ets have depended on studies of their

skulls and genes. The jaws of 4m-year-old
fossils suggest that the ancestors of mod-
ern pandas were already by then eating a lot
of tough vegetable matter. Analysis of a
gene called Tas1r1, responsible for the taste
sensation called “umami”, which detects
glutamic acid, a common component of
meat, tells a similar story. It indicates that
selective pressures in favour of this gene
started to relax about 4.2m years ago. By
around 2m years ago, conventional theory
has it, pandas had completed the transition
to an all-bamboo diet. Dr Wei has, however,
brought a third line of evidence to bear.
This is the isotopic composition of the ani-
mals’ bones and teeth.

You are what you eat
Hydrogen apart, the most common ele-
ments in food are carbon, oxygen and ni-
trogen. Each of these has several isotopes
(atoms of the same element whose nuclei
have different numbers of neutrons with-
in, and therefore different atomic
weights). The two principal isotopes of car-
bon, 12C and 13C, and of nitrogen, 14N and 15N,
have different ratios in different plant spe-
cies—and these ratios tend to be preserved
in the tissues of animals that eat those
plants. The isotopes of oxygen, 16O and 18O,
vary in ratio according to the local climate. 

Dr Wei studied carbon and nitrogen iso-
topes in the bones of a dozen ancestral pan-
das, dating from between 11,000 and 5,000
years ago, and compared them with those
of modern pandas. The ancient animals
had a wider range of 15N/14N and 13C/12C ra-
tios in their bones than did the modern
ones. That suggests they had broader diets.
Oxygen isotopes collected from fossil teeth
told a similar story. The ancient pandas had
more variable 18O/16O values, suggesting
that they lived in more varied environ-
ments than do their modern kin. 

Whether the fossil pandas in Dr Wei’s
study were still eating any meat remains
unclear. What is clear, however, is that they
were not yet the obligate bamboo feeders
which they are today, and that they were
making forest fringes, subtropical zones
and open land their home, rather than
dwelling solely in bamboo forests. The
question is, what made them change?

Dr Wei does not speculate. But there is
one obvious possible culprit: the spread of
Homo sapiens. Early Chinese history is
shrouded in myth, but organised states
clearly existed by about 5,000 years ago.
Growing human populations could easily
have displaced the ancestors of modern
pandas to fringe areas where there was lit-
tle to eat but bamboo. And if bamboo is all
there is to eat, then those that prefer to eat
it will be at an evolutionary advantage. The
modern, bamboo-eating panda—symbol
of animals under pressure from man—may
thus have been made the way it is by pre-
cisely such human pressures. 7

An unusual animal’s unusual diet may
be the result of human pressure

Panda evolution

By the hand of man
created?

Something to chew on
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The ritual begins before dusk, at one of
the restaurants in Besiktas, a neigh-

bourhood perched on Istanbul’s European
shore, with fish, meze and raki, or in a local
square, with stuffed mussels from Ah-
met’s, meatballs grilled by a headscarved
auntie, and canned beer. Always, there is
music. Fans swathed in black and white,
the colours of Besiktas football club, roar
out its anthems. One decries the state of the
world. Another speculates about the sexual
habits of rival teams. A couple of men
dance to the shrill, spellbinding tune of a
Roma musician’s zurna pipe and the beat of
a large drum. Someone lights a red flare. 

Soon crowds stream from the taverns
and march southwards, along the Bospho-
rus, the waterway that cleaves the city be-
tween two continents. They advance past
the Naval Museum and the sumptuous
Dolmabahce Palace, from which the last Ot-
toman sultans observed the collapse of
their empire, past the adjacent mosque
where the call to prayer booms out, past
honking cars and troubadours eulogising
Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, modern Turkey’s
founding father, and into the stadium. 

And then the true delirium begins.

These days, many football matches in Eu-
rope have the air of a family picnic, inter-
rupted only sporadically by a chant or 
applause. Besiktas fixtures resemble cho-
reographed riots. The fans once set the
world record (at 132 decibels, as ear-split-
ting as a fighter jet during take-off) for the
loudest crowd at a game. Moments before
the match starts they hush into silence,
then begin to hum, first softly, then louder,
like a colossal swarm of bees. At kick-off,
the swarm erupts into song. The chanting
persists until the final whistle. In a stadi-
um with more than 40,000 seats, practi-
cally no one ever sits down. 

Attend a Besiktas match, or almost any
other in Turkey, lap up the revelry and the
anthems, and you might think football has
survived the country’s descent into auto-
cracy unscathed. It has not. As in most
places, only more so, politics and football
(and business) have always been inter-
twined in Turkey, never more tightly than
in the tumultuous past decade. “Believe,
boys, believe,” bellow the denizens of Be-
siktas’s northern stands. “Sunny days will
come,” answer their counterparts at the
southern end of the stadium. Many are

talking about more than just the game. 
The man whose words inspired that

song, Nazim Hikmet, was a Marxist poet
who died in exile in 1963 after more than a
decade behind bars. Besiktas fans have tra-
ditionally been attracted to leftist causes,
and to dissent. The Carsi—as the most
hardcore Besiktas supporters are known—
draw the a in their name in the shape of the
symbol for anarchism. They have turned
protest into an art form. Using banners of-
ten stitched from bedsheets, they have
protested against racism, the murder of an
Armenian journalist by a teenage
nationalist, dam construction in Turkey’s
south-east and nuclear power plants in the
north. They even protest against them-
selves. “Carsi is against everything,” pro-
claims one popular banner. “Carsi is
against itself too,” reads another. 

Football fans, and especially the Carsi,
were in the vanguard of anti-government
protests in 2013, and bore the brunt of the
resulting crackdown. During one demon-
stration, supporters clashed with police
near the residence of Turkey’s president,
Recep Tayyip Erdogan. Months later, 35
were charged with forming a terrorist
group and attempting to bring down the
government. (They faced life sentences,
but were acquitted after a lengthy trial.)
The same year, the government outlawed
the chanting of political slogans at games.
Then the league launched a new electronic
ticketing system (operated by a subsidiary
of a firm once run by Mr Erdogan’s son-in-
law, Berat Albayrak, the finance minister),
which made it easier to monitor offenders.

Sport and politics

Believe, boys, believe

I STA N B U L

In Turkey, football is both a medium of protest against authoritarianism and 
a victim of it
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2 The new system has curbed hooligan-
ism, which plagued Turkish football for de-
cades. It has also helped throttle dissent.
“They’ve turned us from fans into specta-
tors, and then into customers,” says Cem
Yakiskan, a Carsi leader. Both inside the
stadiums and in the country at large, the
squeeze on free expression has sharpened
since 2016, when an army faction backed by
members of the Gulen movement, a power-
ful Islamic sect once allied to Mr Erdogan,
staged a bloody coup attempt.

All the president’s men
At a Besiktas game two years ago, a group of
fans unfurled a banner in support of two
teachers who went on hunger strike after
being dismissed (along with 125,000 other
government employees) in the wake of the
abortive coup. The fans were detained on
terror charges. Around the same time, the
league fined a club from Diyarbakir, the
heart of the south-east region where Kurds
form a majority, for changing its name to
Amedspor, after the city’s Kurdish moni-
ker. One of the team’s players was recently
banned from professional football and giv-
en a suspended 18-month sentence for “ter-
rorist propaganda”. He had criticised a mil-
itary offensive against Kurdish separatists
and expressed sympathy with its victims. 

Along with Fenerbahce, Galatasaray and
Trabzonspor, Besiktas is one of four clubs
that have dominated Turkish football for as
long as anyone can remember. Between
them, they have won the league champion-
ship in all but one of the past 60 years. Suc-
cess has been costly: expensive players
have pushed the clubs deep into the red.
Yet because football fans are voters, and be-
cause nearly every Turk is a fan, govern-
ments have had no qualms about saving
the best-loved teams from bankruptcy. In
January Turkey’s banking association an-
nounced that it would restructure the
debts of all the clubs in the top division. 

Money has not always been the only
thing at stake, however. In 2011 Aziz Yildi-
rim, then Fenerbahce’s chairman, was ar-
rested on match-fixing charges, along with
dozens of players, coaches and referees. He
claimed to have been framed by the Gule-
nists. When the alliance between the gov-
ernment and the Gulenists crumbled, so
did the case against Mr Yildirim. Convicted
by one court in 2012, he was acquitted by
another three years later. In 2016 police-
men and lawyers involved in the probe
were themselves arrested. The scandal is so
mired in the country’s noxious politics,
writes John McManus in “Welcome to
Hell?”, an engaging book about football and
Turkish society, that determining what ac-
tually happened may be impossible. 

Now the government’s influence is
making the leap from the stands to the
pitch. Lately the big four have been chal-
lenged by Istanbul Basaksehir, which

joined the top league only a decade ago. It
takes its name from a sprawling neigh-
bourhood on the city’s outskirts, home to
the sort of conservative voters who form
the backbone of Mr Erdogan’s Justice and
Development (ak) party. The chairman is a
relative of Mr Erdogan’s wife. The stadium
was built by a firm with a knack for win-
ning big government tenders. 

Basaksehir has surprisingly deep pock-
ets. Its squad includes Turkey’s most recog-
nisable player, Arda Turan, as well as sever-
al foreign stars. These assets have not
translated into popularity: despite Mr Er-
dogan’s exhortations for young ak voters to
go to home games, the average attendance
is under 4,000. The stands are empty. But
the team is winning. With four months of
the season to go, it is set fair to win the title.

For Basaksehir and its powerful back-
ers, those sunny days seem to have come.
To some Turkish fans, the game they love,
which was once an arena for opposition
politics, seems increasingly to have been
tainted by authoritarianism. 7

He was stunning, or so Libbie Custer,
the famous cavalryman’s wife, remem-

bered. Wild Bill Hickok, a gunslinger said
to have once killed ten men in a single
fight, was “a delight to look on…the careless
swing of his body as he moved seemed per-
fectly in keeping with the man, the coun-
try, the time in which he lived.” 

Alas, the frontispiece of Tom Clavin’s
biography, “Wild Bill”, belies this swooning
description. Can the man with sleepy eyes
and a moustache like a limp rodent be the
Adonis recalled by Mrs Custer? Then again,
her account was published 14 years after
his death, and truth was a fungible com-
modity in the Wild West. Matters big and
small were twisted and embellished. The
myth of the frontier as a place of freedom
and opportunity has, these days, been sup-
planted by a less romantic understanding
that for many—notably Native Ameri-
cans—it was rather less idyllic.

Mr Clavin, whose previous book ex-
plored the legend of Dodge City, takes a
swipe at an earlier Hickok biography as a
“somewhat mind-numbing saga of facts
and disclaimers and rebuttals”. Inevitably,
though, in telling “the true story” of Hick-

ok’s life, he resorts to disclaimers and re-
buttals himself. Hickok may or may not
have been mauled by a bear. He was said to
have founded the Pony Express (he didn’t);
he may or may not have had an affair with
the besotted Libbie Custer. As the author
says, the truth about some of these claims
will never be known.

Hickok was anointed a Wild West celeb-
rity by a profile in Harper’s New Monthly
Magazine in 1867. When the enthralled
journalist asked permission to publish it,
Hickok, then 29, agreed. “I am sort of public
property,” he said. The aura of the sharp-
shooter who could supposedly split a bul-
let on the edge of a dime at 20 paces was
augmented by his style. His city garb in-
cluded a Prince Albert coat, checked trou-
sers, a wide-brimmed black hat and, some-
times, a cloak lined with scarlet silk. 

In Mr Clavin’s formulaic prose, men
“wet their whistles” and prospectors are
“busy as beavers”. Still, when Hickok be-
comes marshal in the cow town of Abilene,
Kansas, the pace tightens. The stage is set
for his stumbling descent into early-morn-
ing drinking, gambling losses and cruelly
deteriorating eyesight. (Glaucoma? An in-
fection caused by syphilis? Another un-
knowable detail.) 

In Abilene, Hickok meets the love of his
life, Agnes Thatcher Lake, operator of the
Hippo-Olympiad and Mammoth Circus,
and the book’s most interesting personal-
ity. A widow of 45 (Hickok was 11 years
younger), she was the first woman in
America to own a circus. The circus and Ag-
nes move on, but her affair with Hickok
proceeds by post. They reunite, marry and
set off on a two-week honeymoon. 

Fatefully, Hickok heads for the Black
Hills to strike it rich at the gaming tables or
gold fields. “Agnes Darling, if such should
be we never meet again,” he writes in 1876,
“while firing my last shot, I will gently
breathe the name of my wife…” A murder-
er’s bullet ensured that they never did. 7

The Wild West

Agnes got his gun

Wild Bill: The True Story of the American
Frontier’s First Gunfighter. By Tom Clavin.
St. Martin’s Press; 336 pages; $29.99 and
£22.95
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When people are about to die, Sir Don
McCullin observes, “they often look

up”, searching for “one last chance that
maybe somebody can save [them].” Con-
demned prisoners glance skyward in
Goya’s paintings, he notes, as did some of
the doomed souls he encountered on his
assignments, such as in the killing fields of
Lebanon in 1976. In the pictures from Bei-
rut that appear in a new exhibition of Sir
Don’s work at Tate Britain in London, a
woman wails for her murdered family.
Gunmen crouch in a ruined ballroom.

Sometimes, rather than turning to the
heavens, the victims looked to Sir Don for
salvation instead. He remembers in partic-
ular a starving boy in Biafra, crawling
across a muddy playground, covered in
flies. Often his subjects stare into his lens:
an exhausted mother in a Bangladeshi ref-
ugee camp; a Zambian aids orphan; a
woman arrested at a protest in England
against the bomb. They looked, but “all I’ve
got around my neck is two Nikon cameras.”
He was doing a job, but you can’t “hide be-
hind the camera”. 

Sir Don couldn’t hide, and neither can
his viewers. Looking at him, his subjects
seem also to be gazing through and beyond
his black-and-white images. What, he asks,
could he say to that starving boy? His work
is an accusation—against the perpetrators
of the cruelty he intimately chronicled,
against his audience and against himself. 

“My whole life has been built upon vio-
lence,” Sir Don reflects. Born in London in
1935, he was evacuated to Lancashire dur-
ing the war, billeted in a “hell-hole” with a
bullying farmer. He took his first published
photo in the aftermath of a deadly street
fight; it shows a gang from Finsbury Park,
his rough London neighbourhood, peering
from the carcass of a bombed-out building.
When the Observer ran it in 1959, the biggest
thrill was seeing his father’s surname in
print: the older McCullin had died when
Don was 13, which was when he gave up on
God. Around that time, some policemen
asked him where he got his camera (“they
were always smacking you around”). More
worried about what his mother might do to
the bobbies than what they might do to
him, he kept them away from the house
while he fetched the receipt. “The old lady
was quite ferocious really.”

He began to learn his craft during na-
tional service in Egypt and Kenya, where he
was deployed in a unit that processed aerial
reconnaissance. He took himself to Berlin
when the wall was being built in 1961, snap-
ping American troops at Checkpoint Char-
lie (see right). Then he went to war, largely
for the Sunday Times. 

Finsbury Park, it turned out, was
“child’s play”. “I’ve been with all kinds of
murderers in my life,” Sir Don says; “men
killing people in front of me, just because
they like killing people.” Soon he eschewed

the “flags and bugles and Napoleonic
stuff”, focusing instead on civilians, who
always suffered most. As in his shot of a be-
suited young Catholic, taking on British
troops in Londonderry with a stick in 1971
(left), in his images of conflict there is often
a sense of life interrupted. Bystanders peek
from doorways. Relatives mourn. 

It was a dangerous trade. In 1970 his
camera took a bullet for him as he zig-
zagged through a Cambodian paddy field; a
week later he was wounded by a mortar,
crawling away to evade the Khmer Rouges.
(“Did I do this?” he asks in momentary
wonderment.) In 1972 he spent four days in
a Ugandan prison, where every morning Idi
Amin’s lorries would take corpses to the
Nile to feed to the crocodiles: “I thought I’d
had it.” Charles Glass, a foreign correspon-
dent and friend, says Sir Don “will endure
any amount of discomfort and suffering to
get a picture.” He complained, Mr Glass
says, only when pettifogging officials
barred the path to his destination.

Some wounds didn’t heal. Feeling
“more elated and more blessed” for surviv-
ing, he sensed he was becoming a war jun-
kie. “Every two or three years,” he recalls,
“I’d have a kind of breakdown.” Now, at 83,
stories tumble out of him, like the one
about a man with a blown-off face he took
to hospital in Salvador in 1982, whose “eyes
were screaming”. Or about the company of
marines he saw “chewed up” in Hue. “I
think about it every bloody day,” he says.
“My head is overcrowded with memory.”

He blames politicians: “90% of the
things I went and photographed was be-
cause they bollocksed up.” That goes equal-
ly for the struggling English towns that he
documented between foreign jobs. His
close-up portrait of a homeless Irishman in
London’s East End, wild hair framing a
haunted visage, is as wrenching in its way
as his battlefields. Cities are “where the real
truth is,” he reckons. Even his glowering
English landscapes seem suffused with
threat. For him, the Roman ruins he photo-
graphed in North Africa are imbued with
the hardship of the slaves who built them. 

So his output was always political but, 

Sir Don McCullin’s pictures are an accusation against the world

A life in photography

All kinds of murderers
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Johnson The error of our ways

Mistakes are the engine of language’s evolution

“Ibelieve the children are our fu-
ture,” sang Whitney Houston, mak-

ing an obvious fact of life sound like a
bold claim. Children will of course not
only inherit the world, but shape it. And
in their linguistic mistakes, their parents
can get a sense of how.

Take the child collecting different
kinds of animals in a video game: “I got a
new specie!”, he cries. The source of the
mistake is obvious. The child has heard
the slightly rarefied word “species” and
assumed it was the plural of something
called a specie. Children do this kind of
thing all the time as they learn language;
generalising from things previously
heard and rules previously mastered is
the only way they can progress with such
speed. In most cases, errors disappear on
their own. 

Yet tempting, specie-type mistakes
happen not just among children, but
their parents too. Some survive, and even
thrive, until they displace an old form
and become the new standard. Few
English-speakers today know it, but
there was once no such thing as a pea.
People ate a mass of boiled pulses called
pease. But just as with specie, at some
point English people misanalysed pease
as a plural, and the new singular pea was
born. The same thing happened with
cherry, from the Norman cherise, and
caper (the edible kind), from the Latin
capparis, both singular.

Another kind of confusion happens at
the beginning of words. People once
worked with a protective bit of clothing
called a napron. But enough heard it as
“an apron” that apron eventually sup-
planted napron completely. Other words
beginning with vowels and preceded by
“an” went through the same process:
nadder became adder and nauger, auger (a
tool for boring holes). In other instances,

eventually took a chef to be a cook. Pariah
trod a similarly improbable path: the
word means “drummer” in Tamil, be-
coming the name of a downtrodden
ethnic group which often performed
ceremonial drumming. That “downtrod-
den” element of the meaning then be-
came the only one in English.

The “pariah” example is instructive.
This isn’t so much a word born of a single
clear-cut mistake, as one that emerged
from a gradual transformation: from
drummer to outcast drummers to out-
cast, each step is short and intelligible.
Only to Tamils might the English sense of
“pariah” seem wrong. In English, “out-
cast” really is its meaning.

Every word is changing a little bit, all
the time. Look at a few lines of Middle
English, and it is nigh impossible to find
words that have not altered in spelling,
pronunciation, meaning, grammar—or
all four. Consider Old English, and those
rare examples become nearly zero. Even
Shakespeare requires some practice to
understand fully. 

Many of the tweaks that have made
those bygone Englishes into modern
English could be seen as an “error” of
some sort. Some such changes were
systematic: all words with the same
vowel gradually being pronounced with
a different one, say. Others have affected
just one word at a time, and so tend to be
too subtle to catch the eye.

The naprons of the world are notable,
then, not because they are exceptions,
but because they are instances of a com-
mon phenomenon—language change
through “error”—that happened conspic-
uously enough to make a tidy example.
But modern English is deformed Old
English and degenerate Middle English.
In other words, like any living language,
it is “error” all the way down. 

an n was added, not subtracted, by a mis-
take in the opposite direction: a newt was
once a ewt, and a nickname was once an
eke-name. (Eke is an old word for “also”.)
Not all such forms survived: while neilond,
nangry and nuncle appear in older English
texts, they never did replace island, angry
and uncle. 

Foreign borrowings are also a source of
error-induced change. The French la muni-
tion was misunderstood by English-speak-
ers with shaky French as l’ammunition,
giving rise to the English word. English-
speakers are not the only people who do
this kind of thing, nor is French the only
victim. The Arabic al-, meaning “the”, has
been taken as an integral part of words
borrowed from that tongue. So European
languages are filled with alkali, algebra and
the like. It is as if English had swallowed la
munition whole as “lamunition”. 

Sometimes borrowings are mangled
not because their structure is misun-
derstood, but their meaning. A chef de
cuisine, as it was originally adopted from
French, was boss of the kitchen. Chef still
means “boss” in French, but the English

he insists, “it never was art…It’s not me.”
His resistance to that label stems partly
from his background (“I never went to
school very much”), and partly from a
sense of guilt, even self-disgust. To convey
the “stench and the smell of war”, he had to
“connive to bring [viewers] in and hold
them”, with a compositional skill that
transmutes anguish into a chilling beauty.
As a result, many of the photos he took for
newspapers have come to seem as much ar-
chetypal as records of specific events; an
existential inquiry into innocence and evil,
suffering and endurance, as much as jour-

nalism. Their subjects seem both frozen in
a dead past and admonishingly alive. 

Sir Don invests as much effort in mak-
ing the pictures as he did in taking them,
constantly revisiting old negatives to re-
fine his images. He made all the silver-gela-
tin prints in the Tate’s show himself. Simon
Baker, one of the curators, says he has a
“very curious, unusual feeling of obliga-
tion” to his material, which Mr Baker sees
as a way of “paying respect to the subject”.
Sir Don still does long, therapeutic stints in
his dark room in Somerset, which he likens
to being “alone in your mother’s womb”. 

For all that devotion, he doubts that he
has made any difference: “Looking back, it
served no purpose, my life.” He has “been
preaching to the converted”, he concludes,
as he surveys, say, the depredations of Is-
lamic State. “I just don’t trust humanity.”
Then he mentions how, that morning, he
passed up a chance to take “the greatest
photo in the world”. On a London street he
saw a businessman drinking his coffee and
squinting at his phone, while on the pave-
ment beside him a homeless man huddled
in a sleeping bag. But Sir Don didn’t have
his camera. “I felt naked.” 7

  


